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SciPost Supporting Partners
Prospectus for Libraries, Funding Agencies and other Institutions
What is SciPost? - SciPost is a nonprofit foundation dedicated to reforming the scientific
publishing landscape. It operates the SciPost.org interactive online publication portal for the
benefit of the international scientific community and further interested parties.
What makes SciPost unique? - As a model grassroots initiative, SciPost is conceived and
operated by professional academics, and excusively serves the best interests of science and scientists. SciPost and all its contributors are demonstrably dedicated to their community and to
realizing the dream of true and uncompromised openness in scientific publishing.
SciPost offers fully professional publishing facilities including:
• open access to all publications in all its Journals (Creative Commons licenses)
• no subscription fees for readers or article processing charges for authors
• copyright to authors
• innovative open forms of refereeing with pre- and post-publication review/comments
• strict decoupling between financial and editorial matters
• top-quality editorial work performed exclusively by active professional scientists
• DOI registration and professional metadata handling through Crossref
• permanent archiving in CLOCKSS
• full integration with Crossmark and FundRef (funding info metadata)
• open citations through participation in the Initiative for Open Citations
Our pioneering Journal SciPost Physics has been awarded the Directory of Open Access Journals
(DOAJ) Seal, and is listed in Google Scholar and Web of Science ESCI (Core Collection).
Why should you support SciPost? - SciPost attains the highest possible standards of
academic quality and open accessibility while maintaining costs at the lowest achievable level.
SciPost follows a different funding model than most traditional publishers. It operates on an
entirely not-for-profit basis, and charges neither subscription fees nor article processing charges;
instead, its activities are financed through a cost-slashing consortial model.
By making a small financial commitment, the institutions and organizations that benefit from
SciPost’s activities can become Supporting Partners. This enables SciPost to perform all of its
publication-related activities, maintain its online portal and implement its long-term development plan. By joining the SciPost Supporting Partners Board, you will directly contribute to the
transition to a more sensible and affordable scientific publishing landscape.

We cordially invite you to join our Supporting Partners Board
More details on becoming one of our Supporting Partners can be found on our Partners page, and
in our draft Agreement. For further enquiries, email us at partners@scipost.org.

